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Ⅰ. Introduction

Sophie Calle, a French writer, photographer and conceptual artist, was born in Paris on the 9th of October 1953. The major format of Calle’s work might be described as “art documentation” derived from photo-journals and survey reports and consisting of texts, photos, videos and voices. In some cases, she exhibits intimate objects such as clothes, stuffed animals or a bed, among other things, as proof of the authenticity of her work. Calle often works almost as an investigative journalist, doing a kind of documentary research that Rosalind Krauss has called “technical support.” Krauss specifically distinguishes this term from the traditional sorts of support used by artists, such as oil on canvas, marble, or wood. One might say that Sophie Calle has redefined the terms and parameters of subject/object, presence/absence, and even self/other through the application of techniques from investigative journalism. Her pursuits have led her to investigate her own behavior so that her life, both as lived and as imagined, has informed many of her most fascinating works.

The daughter of Robert Calle, an oncologist, renowned art collector, and the former director of Nimes’ Carre d’Art, Sophie Calle never went to art school. Perhaps because of this, her approach to her work is unconventional. For example, she keeps no sketchbook, and in interviews she has repeatedly said that she had never been to a museum until her first exhibition was set up in one. She also insists that the question of whether her practice has something to do with art or not is none of her business. That, she claims, is a matter for the art critics to decide.

Her personal history provides some clues about how she arrived at this unique approach to her work. After completing her schooling, Calle wandered about the world for seven years, visiting Lebanon, London, Crete and California. She returned to Paris in 1979 without any career prospects or any professional skills. Nor did she have any friends. She was completely at a loss for what to do with herself. As a last resort, almost
in desperation, she decided to follow strangers in the street in order to give her walks a direction and to discover places and restaurants in Paris unfamiliar to her. As evidence of her tailing of perfect strangers, Calle started taking snapshots of these people from behind and jotting down notes about where they went. One day, she chose a gentleman at random and ended up following him all the way from Paris to Venice. The first documentation of this shadowing of strangers around the streets of Paris became her first artistic work: « Suite Vénitienne » [Fig. 1].

Sophie Calle has by this point in time accumulated a significant body of work, and it includes the trilogy on suffering: « Exquisite Pain » (1999), « Take Care of Yourself » (2007), and « Rachel, Monique... » (2007). This trilogy confronts us with the 'pain of the self' and of others and, given that, it seems apposite to consider the extent to which Calle’s art practice is an exploration of what art ‘means,’ but rather of what art can ‘do.’ Calle’s projects, with their suggestions of intimacy, also question the role of the spectator; viewers often feel a sense of sympathy/empathy as they become collaborators in the construction of the narratives. Moreover, the deliberately re-constructed, and thus in one sense artificial, nature of the narratives used in Calle’s work raises the question of how to respond empathetically to images of the suffering of the self and others.

In the present article I examine « Take Care of Yourself » and « Couldn’t Capture Death », a part of « Rachel, Monique... », focusing on moving images and their relationship to Calle’s own pain as well as the pain of others. « Take Care of Yourself » was originally produced for the French Pavilion at the 52nd Venice Biennale in 2007. Simultaneously « Couldn’t Capture Death » was exhibited at the Italian Pavilion at the Biennale. As the title of this article suggests, my question arises from a consideration of Susan Sontag’s final book, Regarding the Pain of Others. Sontag described a media landscape saturated with images documenting the physical pain of others, including tragic but ultimately formulaic pictures of wartime horrors. Sontag tackled the difficult question of how this shapes the viewer’s ability to respond empathetically to that pain. The work of Sophie Calle, in contrast, includes art practices such as documentation, installation and video art based not on the pain of others but rather on her very own personal psychological pain and her attempts to recover from it. Interestingly, however, the documentation of her personal pain is mediated by others and in various ways. As such her work offers an opportunity to consider within the art world the function and circulation of “the pain of the self” as understood by others.

II. Take Care of Yourself

On April 24th, 2004, Sophie Calle received by email a break-up letter from her boyfriend. She was heartbroken and completely at a loss as to what to do. Subsequently, though, as is often the case with her, she conceived a way to utilize art, which Calle refers to as a “ritual” or a “game,” as the source of her recovery. By distributing that breakup email to 107 female professionals and inviting them to analyze it in every possible way, Sophie Calle essentially duplicated herself, creating doubles that stand in for herself in some way or another, and each of these doubles utilized in their analysis of the email whatever mode of technical support was appropriate: text, drawing, photo, and video. The grammar and syntax in the letter have been parsed by a proof-reader [Fig. 2], an etiquette consultant despised...
the boyfriend’s manners, and a psychiatrist diagnosed the boyfriend as a “twisted manipulator.” In addition, the cost of the breakup was estimated by an accountant [Fig. 3], evaluated by a judge, and second-guessed by a chess player [Fig. 4]. The story has been turned into a screenplay by a film director, Laetitia Masson, and performed by actors and Sophie Calle herself as self-portrait [Fig. 5].

In the video, the letter has been read aloud, and interpreted into performance by actresses and many other public figures such as Jeanne Moreau, Luciana Littizzeto, Meriem Menant, alias Emma la Clown.

When « Take Care of Yourself » was chosen for presentation in the French Pavilion at the 52nd Venice Biennale, Sophie Calle put an advertisement in the newspaper to recruit “an enthusiastic person to act as exhibition curator.” The method of selection and the reliance upon others for an exhibition of so personal a matter are truly part of Sophie Calle’s artistic approach; choosing from around 200 replies, she appointed French artist Daniel Buren as Director to assist with her project.
The next year, another exhibition was also organized by Daniel Buren at the Labrouste reading room in The Bibliothèque national de France (BnF) [Fig. 6].

This work not only stands on its own, but also circulates within different networks in Calle’s art practices dealing with her suffering. Most important among these are her other break-up stories with her boyfriends, along with the film « No sex last night » (1992) and « Exquisite Pain » (1999). In her works, the scenario functions under the “auto/biographical pact,” which Calle calls the ‘rules of the game,’ and in many cases this is prescribed in advance. Particularly, in the filmic work « No Sex Last Night », originally titled « Double Blind », the cinematographic autobiographical pact is inserted both in the subtitle, accompanied with her real voiceover, for the screen version and through her personal narration in the live performance version, as though this autobiographical pact proves the authenticity of the narrative.

The following preface is Calle’s autobiographical pact placed at the beginning of « Take Care of Yourself », Acte Sud edition [Fig. 7].

I received an email telling me it was over.
I didn’t know how to respond.
It was almost as if it hadn’t been meant for me.
It ended with the words, “Take care of yourself.”
And so I did.
I asked 107 women (including two made from wood and one with feathers), chosen for their profession or skills,
to interpret this letter:
To analyze it, comment on it, dance it, sing it.
Dissect it. Exhaust it. Understand it for me.
Answer for me.
It was a way of taking the time to break up.
A way of taking care of myself.

This preface serves to define herself as a first-person narrator in this art documentation, and this position is in stark contrast to the third-person approach to her boyfriend that Calle solicits from her professionals. The dynamics of this structure may be usefully juxtaposed with Philippe Lejeune’s concept of the autobiographical pact. Although revised after theoretical problems were pointed out and critical arguments were launched, Lejeune’s first autobiographical pact, found in The Autobiography in France (1971), used the metaphor of a ‘musical score’ (of which an autobiographical pact is but one form of clef indicating the pitch of the notes following it). To build on the metaphor, we might say that in « Take Care of Yourself », Sophie Calle composed a kind of ‘Break-up Letter Variations’ and modulated the
key by making 107 professionals act as first-person. Finally, she orchestrates a virtual chorus of women’s interpretations and assessments of her own pain.

From a formalistic point of view, the variations of artistic form in « Take Care of Yourself » might also be compared to the formalism in Raymond Queneau’s *Exercises in Style*¹⁰, where the same inconsequential episode is repeated ninety-nine times with only minimal variations in tone and style. Sophie Calle often integrates occasional elements of Oulipo (Ouvroir de littérature potentielle) into her works¹¹ as the ‘rules of the game’ or "ritual" [Fig. 8], that whimsical methodology developed in 1960’s by Raymond Queneau and François Le Lionnais, in which literary works and word play are created through the imposition of altogether arbitrary impediments, limitations, and mandates.

Sophie Calle repeats, "In my work, it is the text that has counted most. And yet the image was the beginning of everything. […] Then there was « Take Care of Yourself ». For the project, I asked women to speak my words for me. However, by entrusting the text to others I lost it in a way. I had to find my place. And so, I went back to the image and it was at that point that it became the priority¹².”

In this work, Calle explores not the “pain of others” but rather her own pain. In doing so, however, she does not work introspectively. That is to say, for Calle, it is a usage of a moving image representing her suffering that is more essential than what the image represents. Rather than understanding her own pain, she commissions an external engagement with the source of her pain in order to solicit the regard of others.

Through that gesture her pain is no longer hers. At least it is no longer hers alone, and the conventional subject/object dichotomy is reconfigured as she considers her pain through representations constructed by others. Ironically, Calle does not really follow the advice of her ex-boyfriend that gives the work its title: “Take care of yourself.” While that advice suggests a personal, individual process for regarding pain, Calle “crowd-sources” therapeutic approaches to her team of professionals. This, too, redefines the conventional categories of self/other and subject/object. Finally, by entrusting others with her own pain, and also by regarding it back by herself, the art practice come to an end. The pain of self has no longer stayed.

### III. Couldn’t Capture Death

« Couldn’t Capture Death » [Fig. 9] is a part of the main exhibition « Rachel Monique… » that starts with an auto/biographical pact as follows.

She was called successively Rachel, Monique, Szyndler, Calle, Pagliero, Gonthier, Sindler. My mother liked to be the object of discussion. Her life did not appear in my work, and that annoyed her.
When I set up my camera at the foot of the bed where she was dying - I wanted to be present to hear her last words, and was afraid that she would pass away in my absence - she exclaimed, "At last!"

« Couldn’t Capture Death » is a multimedia installation that combines video, text, music, and photography presented in an intimate setting in some venue: the basement of a museum, a church or a Japanese tea room. The 13-minutes video loop projects her mother on her deathbed. Having heard that the dying sometimes wait for loved ones to leave the room before taking their last breath, Sophie Calle put a video camera in the hospital room so that she did not run the risk of not being present at the very moment of death.

The trajectory of thought I would like to consider is this: if Calle’s early practice investigates what text and image, in other words, autobiography and auto-portrait could do for her, if she was at that time exploring the therapeutic possibilities of text and image, then her later work examines what she can do with text and image, particularly the moving image and its emotional capacity to generate in others empathy for our lived realities. The spectator has gotten used to depictions of agony and death, in literature, painting, and even in the still image. Yet a moving image seems to function differently as it represents in an aesthetic context the pain of others, even during this exposure to one of the most intimate events imaginable: the death of an unfamiliar person, one with whom we have no personal relationship. As Susan Sontag has written:

Harrowing photographs do not inevitably lose their power to shock. But they are not much help if the task is to understand. Narratives can make us understand. Photographs do something else: they haunt us.

Susan Sontag pointed out that the photographic image, whilst producing an emotional reaction in the viewer, does not relate a story, or offer ‘understanding.’ Photography as an index requires supplemental references and an explanation by caption. Nonetheless, surely one ‘texturizes’ the image just as one ‘images’ a text, and neither has any innate advantage in understanding one’s own pain or that of others. Moreover, even the text by itself cannot offer an adequate interpretation, especially when we compare it to moving images, so rich in both context and form. With a moving image, we have not only sub-titles and voice-overs but also a tone of voice, eye contact and the atmosphere prevailing in the relationships. That is, the privileging of textual narrative assumes ‘understanding’ to be a linguistic effect, eliding those pathways to apprehension that can be generated through non-linguistic sensory mechanisms that, quite literally, tell us so much ‘regarding’ the pain of others. These non-linguistic sensory mechanisms would include not only the visual and the aural, but the gestural, olfactory, tactile, and so forth. Hence, what matters are the relations and formations.

Nicholas Bourriaud explains in his book Esthétique Relationelle, 1998, a sort of (con)fusion between style and content and an inventive compatibility of the former with the latter; it is not a matter of subject and/or object, not a matter of “what does the image mean?” The fundamental premise is that, far from being autonomous, the human sense of self is formed from the outset in and through relations with an other. For Calle, it is the ‘other’ that establishes the image of her own pain to regard.

This issue is particularly pertinent when considering Sophie Calle’s moving images in her works, in which her own voice-over and sub-titles are explanatory and constative, whilst most of 107 female professionals are rather affective in « Take Care of Yourself ». This is the case in so far as emotional narratives are either absent, or at best alluded to in the titles in « Couldn’t Capture Death ». This does not mean that regarding the image sequences one cannot come to some understanding — this is possible in the case of « Double Blind » and « Couldn’t Capture Death », but where a prescription for the pain isn’t supplied, it is the responsibility of the viewer to reconstruct it.

In this work, Sophie Calle tried to capture the death of her mother in the making through the recording
of a moving image. As Sontag pointed out, although photography could not relate a story, nor make one understand the pain of others, the duration of time in the videography could capture her mother’s pain, both in life and in death. In the video, the mother is dying, lying perfectly still in bed with her eyes closed all the while. Therefore, ironically, the “moving” image on the video hardly moves at all; it looks like time-lapse photography counting down the moments leading to death. This video work is synchronized with a photo-journal counting down Calle’s other pain in “Exquisite Pain”. Thus, Sophie Calle confronts us with the moving image of her mother’s death, the pain of the other conflated with her own pain, which Calle could not capture sufficiently by photography itself. The viewer is tasked with deciding whose pain is really on display: is it that of the dying mother? Or that of Calle as the daughter watching her mother’s final hours? Or that of Calle’s double as the heartbroken ex-girlfriend? This conundrum produces an active engagement with the represented pains, transferring them partly to the viewer. Here again the conventional categories of viewing subject and viewed object, of self and other, are recalibrated.

IV . Conclusion

For Sophie Calle, the exemplary model is ‘game and ritual’ in the form of investigative research. Following the lead of Sontag, “Although narratives can make us understand, images are not much help if the task is to understand”, we might say that not only photography but also video images do something else. They haunt us—otherwise is it only a video recording or a descriptive report; it is not an image in the most powerful sense of the word. What touches us is something born out of intimacy. Where the image regarding the pain of self/others crops up in Calle’s work, it is anything but an ‘investigative’ image; rather, it is produced in the relationship between the artist and others, the dramatis personae and spectators, and in the formation and usage of images as a perpetual series of transactions with the subjectivity of others that solicits an empathetic response. Her work presents a moving image that demands “regarding,” an image that is as certain as its form. Sometimes it takes an image created by others to illuminate the pain of the self and to generate empathy for it. In these cases compassion for the pain of others may open a pathway to an apprehension of the vulnerability of the pain of self, or vice versa.

The following passage is from Jean Baudrillard’s Please follow me (1983), post scripted for “Suite Vénitienne”:

You seduce yourself by being absent, by being no more than a mirror for the other who is unaware — as with Kiekegaard’s mirror, hanging on the opposite wall: The young girl doesn’t think of it, but the mirror does. You seduce yourself into the other’s destiny, the double of his path, which, for him, has meaning, but when repeated, does not.

« Take Care of Yourself » also comes to an end with Calle’s closing remark, “This was all about a letter. Not the man who wrote it...”. In Sophie Calle’s art practice, images reach beyond a regard for her own pain to arrive at somewhere in the middle of auto/biography and auto/portrait, a perspective that will intensify her art not only for herself but also both participants and spectators. The images draw to and from themselves a sense of an other, and to which we are compelled to respond emotionally through the aesthetic experience.
Videographies
Sophie Calle, « Pas pu saisir la mort », Film 16/9 couleur, son, durée approximative 12’, 2007
Sophie Calle et Greg Shephard, « No Sex Last Night », Film couleur, son, partiellement sous-titré, 35mm, 72min, 1992
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“Après la douleur, De retour en France, le 28 janvier 1985, j’ai choisi, par conjuration, de raconter ma souffrance plutôt que mon périple. En contrepartie, j’ai demandé à mes interlocuteurs, amis ou rencontres de fortune: “Quand avez-vous le plus souffert?” Cet échange cesserait quand j’aurais epuisé ma propre histoire à force de la raconter, ou bien relativise ma peine face à celle des autres. La méthode a été radicale: en trois mois j’étais guéri. L’exorcisme réussi, dans la crainte d’une rechute, j’ai délaissé mon projet. Pour l’exhumer quinze ans plus tard.”
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